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I am abstract in thought and speech, co-operative in accomplishing my aims, and
informative and extraverted when relating with others. For me, nothing occurs
which does not have some deep ethical significance, and this, coupled with my
uncanny sense of the motivations of others, gives me a talent for seeing life as an
exciting drama, pregnant with possibilities for both good and evil. I have great
influence because of my extraordinary impact on others. I am inclined to go
everywhere and look into everything that has to do with the advance of good and
the retreat of evil in the world. I can't bear to miss out on what is going on around
me; I must experience, first hand, all the significant social events that affect our
lives. And then I am eager to relate the stories I've uncovered, hoping to disclose
the 'truth' of people and issues, and to advocate causes. This strong drive to unveil
current events can make me tireless in conversing with others, like a fountain that
bubble and splash, spilling over my own words to get it all out.
I am both an 'idea'-person and 'person'-person, who see everyone and everything
as part of an often bizarre cosmic whole. I have strong, if unconventional,
convictions on various issues related to the Cosmic View. I have a great deal of
zany charm, which I use to persuade people gently of the rightness of my views.
This sometimes results in me neglecting my nearest and dearest, while flitting
around trying to save the world.
I'm not all that intuitive, but I do trust my instincts when it counts. When I find
myself ignoring a perfectly decent advice from a friend for no good reason, or start
to call someone, only to hear their voice and not a dial tone on the line when I pick
up the receiver - that's my intuition waving its hand in the air and trying to get
noticed. Intuition is often just a matter of keeping calm enough to listen to my
inner feelings, so I pay attention even though it is not easy. But I know that the
payoff for taking the time to listen to myself really can buy me some happiness.
My stars are sending me straight into the arms of an Aries-man. His feistiness and
energetic demeanour, coupled with his optimistic outlook, make the two of us a
perfect match. As an Aries, his assertive, independent manner will guarantee him
success no matter what career he chooses. The only problem is how little time he
gives himself to achieve his high goals. Patience is definitely not an Aries virtue.
His open heart and creative mind, however, give him an air of self-confidence that
makes me melt. And let's not forget his very sexual, impulsive side. As a fire sign,
he's able to ignite my passion, and he has no problem keeping my interest. His
symbol is a ram, and he is respected most for his courage and bravery. As an Aries
man is adventurous, he wants excitement in his relationships. Despite his
questioning nature, he'll only fall for an honest, innocent woman. Possessing a
fairy-tale approach to romance, he won't tolerate devious behaviour. His
adventurous nature extends to the bedroom, where he likes to act out all of his
fantasies. In all respects, this man wants to take charge. So I sit back and relax. I let
him take the lead, make the plans, and take care of me. I'll be in good hands if let
him sweep me off my feet.

